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Abstract: In this study, the burr and slot widths formed after the micro-milling process of Inconel
718 alloy were investigated using a rapid and accurate image processing method. The measurements
were obtained using a user-defined subroutine for image processing. To determine the accuracy
of the developed imaging process technique, the automated measurement results were compared
against results measured using a manual measurement method. For the cutting experiments, Inconel
718 alloy was machined using several cutting tools with different geometry, such as the helix angle,
axial rake angle, and number of cutting edges. The images of the burr and slots were captured using
a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The captured images were processed with computer vision
software, which was written in C++ programming language and open-sourced computer library
(Open CV). According to the results, it was determined that there is a good correlation between
automated and manual measurements of slot and burr widths. The accuracy of the proposed method
is above 91%, 98%, and 99% for up milling, down milling, and slot measurements, respectively.
The conducted study offers a user-friendly, fast, and accurate solution using computer vision (CV)
technology by requiring only one SEM image as input to characterize slot and burr formation.
Keywords: computer vision; image processing; micro-machining; slot and burrs; measurement; characterization
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Workpiece optimization is an important procedure in micro-machining applications [1–4].
Today, micro-machining is widely used in the manufacturing of micro-sized parts for various applications, such as electronics, optics, automotive, aerospace, and biomedical [5–8].
Despite the high performance of the micro-machining process, the quality of micro-sized
parts is related to the burr formation [5,6,9,10]. Especially in studies on micro-machining
processes and working piece analyses, the precision measurement on slot and burr widths
is necessary for better investigation of the micro-machining process and optimization of
the machining conditions [11–14]. In the micro-machining process, cutting conditions
and cutting parameters significantly affect the burr formation [15–18]. To minimize burr
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formation, new cutting conditions are determined by measuring burr dimensions after the
micro-machining process. Before the micro-machining process, finite element modeling
or mathematical modeling based on response surface methodology (RSM) are applied to
decrease burr size [19–24]. Considering the complex geometrical shapes of the slot and
burr on a machined workpiece, accurate, rapid, and practical measurement of slot and burr
parameters using SEM images is a worthwhile utility for fundamental research [5,25–27].
Some characteristics make IN−718 difficult to cut, such as high strength, high degree of
work hardening, poor thermal conductivity, and the high tendency of a built-up edge. Burr
formation changes significantly due to these characterizations. The burr formation and
surface quality need to be examined quickly by new methods [28].
Various methods are often used by researchers for slot and burr measurements [2,15,19,29,30]. One of them is to use a screen caliper to measure the slot and burr
widths of an image that is captured using SEM [31,32]. In this approximation, an SEM image
measured with a screen caliper using pixel information is used to determine the parameters
of the working piece, which highly depends on the user-related error [32–34]. This method
is inconvenient and manual measurement is required for each image, which is a long
time process for investigating a large number of SEM images [31,32]. The next procedure
for slot and burr widths measurement is to use a three-dimensional optical profilometer,
which is commercially available from technology labs or various companies [11,35,36].
Although the profilometer instruments make the measurement very practical and precise,
these are mostly present in well-funded labs because of their relatively higher costs. In
addition, it is necessary to wait a few minutes for the result for each sample [31,32]. An
artificial neural network (ANN) is another method to predict the formation of burrs in
micro-drilling [37,38]. Ahn et al. [37] conducted a study to predict the burr formation in
micro-drilling of ductile metals, which was found to have around an 80% accuracy. The
other approach is to use image processing software to measure the slot and burr widths
of micro-milling [5,39,40]. Tuiran et al. [39] analyzed burrs formed in micro-milling using
image processing. An averaged 84.46% accuracy was found between spindle speed and
burr formation. The image processing technology is a well-known technique with high
accuracy and the ability to measure two-dimensional distances with different properties
expressed mathematically for a large number of images. However, due to the license costs
of the advanced image processing software, such as Neural Wear, and the lack of pinpoint
solutions, these are not available in many research facilities [41,42]. There are also few opensourced approaches for measuring slot borders and burr lengths on a machined workpiece
using computer vision technology for example, ImageJ, which was released by the National
Institute of Health of the United States of America [43]. It is published as free software that
can be used to measure the slot and burrs widths from a captured image. Nevertheless, the
image processing tools are limited and not proper for situations that may need multiple
threshold operations for measuring complex SEM output in the same image. In laboratories
with limited resources, the screen caliper method is one of the widely used methods for
investigating slot and burr parameters [31,32]. Using various optical systems, burrs can
be determined, and their dimensions can be measured. Camera systems, SEM, confocal
microscopy, and laser triangulation are among the most important optical systems [44].
Methods, such as the triangulation method, the conoscopic holography method, and the
interferometry method, have been developed for the measurement of micro burr geometry
in the micro-drilling process [45]. A measurement system based on a contour detection
algorithm has been designed and aims to detect burrs and environmental defects in cast
parts. However, the machine vision system developed was limited to macro dimensional
burr measurements [5]. Medeossi et al. [5] found 87% for the maximum accuracy of burr
width evaluation in micro-milling. A laser-based measuring system is designed for the
characterization and control of micro burr parameters [46]. Despite all these developments,
obtaining measurement results is not fast enough. Therefore, there is a requirement for an
open-sourced, user-friendly, high speed, automated, and accurate procedure for measuring
slot and burr. Recently, computer vision and feature extraction are continuously evolving
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and their popularity is increasing with the help of advanced technology [47–50]. Table 1
shows a summary of previous image processing techniques used in different machining
processes.
Table 1. Summary of previous image processing techniques used in different machining processes.
Machining Process

Quality Assessment Scope

Ref.

Milling

Tool wear
Burrs
Burrs
Surface finish

[51]
[40]
[52]
[53]

Drilling

Surface
Burrs
Burrs

[54]
[55]
[56]

Turning

Surface roughness
Tool wear

[57]
[58]

Grinding

Surface finish

[59]

Shaping

Surface finish

[60]

There are numerous studies for data extracting related to processing still images
using CV technology. This technology offers fast, user-friendly, and accurate solutions
for many research areas. Today, most of the studies on obtaining burr formation data
and characterization by evaluating SEM images are conducted manually. A screen caliper
or an image processing software, such as ImageJ, are common options for manual measurements [32,61–63]. However, user abilities and diligence are important parameters to
obtain an accurate result from the SEM images. In this field, there are limited studies
and resources to extract data from still images using CV technology, which is used for
evaluating milling burr formation. Applying this technology to process still SEM images
directly without additional steps offers an easy and effective solution while eliminating
additional skills required for measuring SEM images. The present study offers a fast and
user-friendly solution for measuring slot and burr formation at the micro-scale as well as
requiring only one SEM image as input to characterize slot and burr formation with high
accuracy. Due to the high speed of the CV technology, the process takes milliseconds for
an image and is suitable for evaluating thousands of images in minutes. In addition, the
outputs of the solution are suitable for drawing a chart from the obtained data directly. To
the best of our knowledge from the literature, the presented method was applied for the
first time in the micro-milling process for slot and burr characterization. The accuracy of
the proposed method is above 91.26% (minimum accuracy), the processing time for each
image is below 0.1 s, and was justified with 7 sample measurements. The approach offered
here is an accurate and robust method for precisely measuring slot and burr widths and
can be used for slot and burr evaluation in micro-machining applications in the research
and industry domains.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Machining Parameters
In this study, IN−718 alloy was chosen as the workpiece material and chemical composition is given in Table 2. Cutting tools with different geometries were used to provide
burr formation in different sizes and to determine the success of the image processing
method (Table 3). The diameter of each cutting tool was 1 mm. The machining parameters
are also given in Table 3. Micro-milling tests were performed under dry conditions. In
Table 3, slots A, B, and C belong to the cutting process applied with cutting tools that have
the same geometric properties (helix angle 35◦ , the axial rake angle is −5◦ , and the number
of cutting edges is 3). Slot A is the SEM image captured from the start of the milling process.
Slots B and C are the SEM images captured after the cutting lengths of 45 and 135 mm.
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Other slots correspond to the different tool geometries specified in Table 3. The spindle
speed, feed rate, and depth of cut parameters were kept constant for each micro-milling
tests. Slots E, F, and G were subjected to a micro-milling process using the same cutting
length (10 mm).
Table 2. The chemical composition of IN−718 alloy.
Elements

Cr

Fe

Mo

Nb

Al

Ti

C

Ni

Weight percent wt.%

17–21

16–20

2.8–3.3

4.75–5.5

0.2–0.8

0.65–1.15

0.08 max

Balance

Table 3. The properties of cutting tools and machining parameters of the slots.
Slot No

Helix Angle
(◦ )

Axial Rake
Angle (◦ )

Number of
Cutting Edges

Slot A
Slot B
Slot C
Slot D
Slot E
Slot F
Slot G

35
35
35
35
45
35
35

−5
−5
−5
0
0
0
−5

3
3
3
3
4
4
4

Spindle Speed
(rev/min)

10,000

Feed Rate
(µm/tooth)

3

Depth of Cut
(µm)

Cutting Length
(mm)

100

10
45
360
45
10
10
10

For the micro-milling tests, a CNC vertical machining center (AKÜ Micro-Machining
Laboratory, Afyonkarahisar, Turkey) with a maximum power of 2.2 kW and maximum
spindle speed of 24,000 rev/min was used. The experimental setup for the micro-milling
process and the details of the micro-end mill, spindle, and workpiece system are given in
Figure 1. The workpiece can be connected to the workbench with 4 bolts and the system
can be controlled precisely by a computer. The cutting tool is composed of 90% WC and
10% Co. Before the cutting tests, precursory checks were conducted on the axial run out on
the spindle and it was determined that the size of the run-out was around 2 µm.

Figure 1. Experimental setup for the micro-milling process.
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2.2. Image Processing Stages
An automated slot and burr measuring software to calculate the borders of the slot
and lengths of the burr on a machined workpiece was demonstrated. The software was
developed using C++ programming language and the OpenCV library based on computer
vision technology. The software algorithm is designed to process SEM images to measure
slot and burr using peak points and ROI of the image and a reference scale coefficient in pixels for the predefined filtering parameters. The slot and burr measuring software requires
an SEM image, a metric reference coefficient in pixel and predefined threshold parameters
for the hue saturation value (HSV), and black-white (BW) transforming operations. The
result from the software is the slot and bur parameters using an input SEM image. A block
diagram that represents the algorithm of software is presented in Figure 2. Measuring with
image processing takes below 0.1 s, which is quite fast when manual measurements on
SEM images are considered.

Figure 2. The block diagram of the slot and burr measuring software shows the image input, pre-defined parameters for
processing the image, and measurement outputs.

The measuring process is initiated with an SEM image input. At first, the SEM image
obtained by the software was colored. Next, the image is converted to HSV values, and
a threshold is applied concerning the pre-defined threshold parameters by the user. The
BGR image is masked using the thresholded HSV image. In the next stage, the image is
converted to the BW. The Gaussian filter, a blur filter, and a second threshold are applied
for minimizing the effect of the background. Then, BGR values are calculated by summing
color indents for each column, which is used for finding the vertical peak values. Detected
peaks are considered as vertical lines, which represent slot borders. In the next stage, two
ROIs are determined according to the slot borders on the up milling side (left side) and
down milling side (right side) of the image for calculating the burrs. The ROIs for the up
and down milling sides of the images indicate the burrs. These two ROIs are reprocessed
using previous steps from the beginning for determining burr lengths using the peak
values, but horizontal peak values are considered. A pre-defined coefficient is used to
calculate the distances in the metric unit before processing the results. In the result stage,
each peak value is used to indicate the determined borders of the slot and length of the
burrs for the up and down milling sides of the image. The flowchart of the solution is
indicated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The flowchart of the measuring process.

The slot and burr evaluation process is divided into three main parts by processing
the image with three steps. The vertical peak values are determined in the first step and
borders are determined with respect to these peaks using the actual image. In the next
steps, cropped images are processed for investigating the burr parameters. These images
are limited with the slot borders for both burrs of up and down milling sides. The burr
parameters related to the peaks are investigated using horizontal peak values from the
cropped images (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Slot and micro burr segmentation of sample (1) and sample (2): (a) micro burrs at the up
milling side (left side), (b) slots, (c) micro burrs at the down milling side (right side).

The slot determining stage starts after processing the image with respect to the given
image processing procedures, vertical peak values are considered for slot length and
horizontal peaks for burrs. These peaks are determined by summing the BGR values of
each column, which is the vertical and horizontal sum of the pixel indents. The image is
divided into two parts for determining the slot borders for the up and down milling sides
of the image. The calculated peaks are the maximum values for both the up milling and
down milling sides considered as slot borders. The pixel difference of the slot for the x-axis
gives the length of the slot and the result is converted to metric units by multiplying the
difference with a metric coefficient (Figures 5b and 6b).
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Figure 5. Sample (1): (a) automated burr measurement method at the up milling side according to the horizontal peak
values, (b) automated measurement between the slot borders according to the vertical peak values, and (c) the automated
burr measurement method at the down milling side according to the horizontal peak values.

Figure 6. Sample (2): (a) automated burr measurement method at the up milling side according to the horizontal peak
values, (b) automated measurement between the slot borders according to the vertical peak values, and (c) the automated
burr measurement method at the down milling side according to the horizontal peak values.
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In the next stage, the ROIs are determined by referencing the detected borders of the
slot. Two vertical imaginary lines are drawn on the image to extract the ROIs for the up
and down milling sides considering the slot borders. The ROIs mainly include the data
about burr parameters. In the ROI extracting step, the maximum X value for the up milling
side ROI and the minimum X value for the down milling side ROI was referenced and the
limits of the image: the minimum X value and the maximum X value, are used for the up
milling and down milling sides ROI, respectively. In the sequel, the two ROIs are generated
considering the slot borders and image limits. The ROIs are processed for determining the
biggest burr from the peaks and the integral of the chart is used to investigate the burr area.
Example results of a processed image for the biggest burr detected from the peaks and burr
area for the up milling (Figures 5a and 6a) and down milling (Figures 5c and 6c) sides of the
image are shown. In Figures 5 and 6, green and blue colors refer to the vertical peak values
for each pixel column that were automatedly calculated by the CV software as indicated in
Figure 2. Both figures show that the peak values are increasing with respect to the density
of burr formation. The example figure indicates that there is a positive correlation between
the determined peak values and burr formation.
In the present study, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) was used to determine errors for automated measurement with respect to the manual measurements. Therefore, the success rate is obtained by determining errors for each measurement (Equation (1)),
where n is the number of fitted points, At is the actual value, Ft is the forecast value, and ∑
is summation notation:
"

1 n At − Ft
Averaged Accuracy (%) = 100 −
∗ 100
n t∑
At
=1

#

(1)

2.3. Manual Measurement
After performing the cutting tests, SEM analysis was performed to measure the slot
and burr widths manually. The SEM images were taken at different magnifications. The
slot and burr widths were measured using Screen Caliper software. Figure 7 shows the
application of the manual measurement process of slot and burr widths. The virtual
caliper in the screen caliper software was calibrated in terms of pixel-micron conversion,
considering the scale of the SEM image. This calibration is valid as long as the SEM image
or the scale of the image does not change. By fixing one of the jaws of the virtual caliper and
moving the other jaw, both slot and burr widths were measured from several different points.

Figure 7. The application of the manual measurement process of slot and burr widths.
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1. SEM Images of Slots
Figure 8 shows the SEM images of the slots. The SEM images were captured at different
magnifications to determine the chances of success rates. The radius of the tool edge and
its sharpness decrease as a result of the abrasive wear. The wear of the micro-cutting tool
increases due to the cutting length for the same cutting tool and parameters. For all reasons
above, the burr widths on the machined slot sides (Figure 8a–c) increased with respect to
the cutting length. It was also observed that the burr widths increased due to the effect of
the increasing number of cutting edges and helix angles (Figure 8d,e). Additionally, there
is no clear effect of the axial rake angle on the burr width. The other prominent finding
in Figure 8 is that the burr widths are larger on the down milling sides. However, it is
possible to see similar burr widths on the down and up milling sides, which is a possible
output of the cutting tool wear. In similar studies, a high correlation is observed for the
slot width due to the cutting tool wear [2,31,32,64,65].

Figure 8. The SEM images of slots; (a) Slot-A, (b) Slot-B, (c) Slot-C, (d) Slot-D, (e) Slot-E, (f) Slot-F,
and (g) Slot-G.
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3.2. Micro Burr Widths for Up Milling and Down Milling Sides
The up milling and down milling results are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Measurements
of micro burr widths at the up milling and down milling sides were evaluated using both
manual and automated methods. Slots A, B, and C belong to the cutting process applied
with cutting tools that have the same geometric properties. However, cutting length values
for slots A, B, and C are different. Therefore, the effect of cutting length on the burr and
slot widths could also be evaluated. In Figures 9 and 10, it is seen that in the micro-milling
process of slots A, B, and C, the burr widths measured manually and automatically increase
due to the increased cutting lengths. The obtained results from both measurement methods
are very close. For slots E, F, and G, the effects of the axial rake angle and number of cutting
edges on burr widths are seen. The applied cutting lengths (10 mm) for these slots are
minimal in all micro-milling parameters. Therefore, at the beginning of the micro-milling,
it is expected that the burr widths are minimal. However, the burr widths for slots E, F, and
G are wider than the other slots. The occurrence of this situation is related to the change in
the cutting tool geometry used. The axial rake angle and number of cutting edge values for
slots E, F, and G are higher than the slots A, B, and C. In a similar study [66], it was predicted
similarly to the present study that after the cutting tool used in micro-milling is changed, a
cutting tool with higher axial rake angle values is replaced, and the micro-milling process
is continued, the burr widths on the up and down milling edges increase.

Figure 9. Automated and manual measurements of up milling sides.

Figure 10. Automated and manual measurements of down milling sides.

The results indicate that there is a high correlation between automated and manual
measurement results. The obtained results from the experiments show the accuracy of the
automated measurements is close to that obtained from the manual measurements. It is
observed that the accuracy rates are found to be above 91.3% and 98.2% for up-milling
and down-milling, respectively. Mostly, in cutting tests, the down milling side has more
burrs compared to the up milling side [32,61,67]. It is understood that the down-milling
side burr width is higher than the up-milling side. The same difference is seen from
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the visual observation on SEM images for the burr widths. In a similar study about the
milling process and burr detection, workpieces with different thicknesses and hardness
were used. While burrs can be measured very easily after milling thick workpieces, the
burrs formed in workpieces less than 2.5 mm thick could not be measured completely by
image processing [52]. In the present study, the burrs are in micron sizes and all of the
burrs could be measured with over approximately 90% accuracy.
3.3. Micro Slot Width
Figure 11 shows the micro slot widths measured by manual and automated with
image process figures. Slot borders between green lines (all figures from A to G) indicate
the automated measured slot widths. Slot widths are directly dependent on the cutting
tool diameter. Therefore, greater wear of the cutting tool is expected due to the increased
cutting length. Since the slot width measurement values of E, F, and G in Figure 11 are
the values taken from the region close to the starting point, the corresponding slot width
values are the closest values to the tool diameter. It is also predicted that in the micromilling process where the slot width is reduced, there is sign of wear on the cutting tool.
In our previous studies [11,31,32,61], it was certainly determined that there is a negative
correlation between the cutting tool wear and slot width. In the experiments, cutting tools
with approximately a 1000 µm diameter were used with different helix and axial rake
angles and number of cutting edges. According to the slot width determining stage results,
the accuracy is independent of the tool parameters (indicated in Table 3). The conducted
measurements show the accuracy of the automated measurement for determining the slot
width is very close to the manual measurement with 99.6% (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Micro slot widths measured by manual and automated with image process figures;
(A) slot-A, (B) slot-B, (C) slot-C, (D) slot-D, (E) slot-E, (F) slot-F, (G) slot-G.
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3.4. Success Rate (%) of Automated and Manual Measurements
In Figure 12, the averaged accuracy (%), which was calculated according to Equation (1), is shown for the up milling, down milling sides, and slots from seven SEM images.
According to the conducted experiments, both the manual and automated measurements
addressed accurate results. The measurement results obtained from the up-milling side
showed a good correlation with the manual measurements. The result for the up-milling
side was 91.26% and a better result was obtained from the down milling side with 98.18%.
The slot measurements indicate very close results (99.58%) to the known manual measuring method. The study conducted using the ANN method by Ahn et al. [37] offers a low
accuracy of around 80% on the prediction of burr formation in the micromachining process.
In another study implemented by Tuiran et al. [39], the burrs resulting from micro-milling
were analyzed with the help of an image processing technology, and the accuracy was
found to be around 84.46%, which gives the correlation between the spindle speed and burr
formation. Medeossi et al. [5] studied burr width evaluation in micro-milling using optical
microscopy, and a maximum accuracy was found at 87%. The method used in the present
study offers approximately 12%, 8%, and 5% more accuracy compared to the studies
implemented by Ahn et al. [37], Tuiran et al. [39], and Medeossi et al. [5], respectively.

Figure 12. Averaged accuracy for slot and burr widths.

In machinability studies, when the measurements are carried out manually, they are
completed in a very long time period [68]. In addition, image processing studies could
only be carried out based on the results where manual measurement was not performed
and machinability tests were carried out on a macro scale [40]. Moreover, there is a low
accuracy result of a study in which the measurement of all burrs could not be performed
despite the macro-scale milling process [52]. In the present study, in micron-scale, the
measurement of the burrs could be carried out precisely and with high accuracy.
4. Conclusions
In micro-machining applications, obtaining data from a still SEM image by referencing
a scale bar requires multiple image evaluation stages. A screen caliper or an image processing software, such as ImageJ, are common options for manual measurements. However,
user abilities and diligence are important parameters to obtain an accurate result from the
SEM images. On the other hand, today, CV is a widely used technology in many fields.
Applying this technology by processing still SEM images directly without additional steps
offers an easy, user-friendly, fast, and accurate solution while eliminating the additional
skills required for measuring SEM images. Most of the studies related to image processing
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techniques require multiple image inputs. The proposed approach can obtain results using
a random image input. In the present study, an image processing method was proposed
that was compared with a widely used manual burr and slot measurement method. An
open-sourced image processing library was used for processing SEM images. The burr
and slot measurement software showed a good correlation with the manual measurements.
It is a swift, accurate, and time-saving alternative method for slot and burr investigation
experiments. The accuracy of the proposed method was above 91%, 98%, and 99% for up
milling, down milling, and slot measurements, respectively. Moreover, the accuracy of the
results was independent of the SEM images at different magnification and specific tool
properties, such as the helix angle, axial rake angle, and number of cutting edges. The
proposed image processing method has the potential to investigate the surface quality of
micro-machined parts swiftly and accurately.
Using the slot width measurement method, a study can be performed on the comparison of the cutting tool wear rate with the actual measurement results.
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